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Ms. CM. Frost 
A topic such as Literature in North Queenstand raises many 
questions, but one which should, perhaps, be answered fairly early is: 
Is there a North Queensland regional literature? The problem is not 
whether a literature exists in North Queensland, but whether it 
deserves to be called "regional". 
Regionalism has been a fashionable subject in different times 
and places with literary critics and social theorists alike. It was 
thoroughly investigated, for instance, by Howard W. Odum and Henry E. 
2 
Moore who, in their massive volume, American Regionalism isolated and 
examined no fewer than twenty-eight different concepts of the region. 
For present purposes, however, it will be sufficient to consider 
regional literatures as consisting of two main types. 
For the first type, "local" would be a more accurate 
descriptive word, since this is the literature of a single small 
locality - a town, district or even an institution. The works of the 
Black Mountain poets, which stemmed from the Black Mountain College in 
North Carolina in the 1950's, and which started American poetry in a 
new direction, are a distinguished example of "local" literature. The 
distinction is, however, somewhat preternatural, since Charles Olsen, 
Robert Greeley, Robert Duncan and the other writers had been specially 
invited to the College, which was an glite institution. Probably 
partly as a result of this, their works do not demonstrate that 
dedication to the locality which is a usual feature of "local" 
literature. 
The second type of literature really deserves to be called 
"regional", since the territories involved are much larger. In some 
cases, for example in parts of France and Germany today and in Britain 
until the sixteenth century, the region is synonjrmous with a dialectal 
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area, and defining the literature becomes merely a matter of recognizing 
the dialect. Regional literatures also arise, however, from a feeling 
of cultural or ideological distinctiveness which usually has a foothold 
in reality. An example of a regional literature of this type, again 
American and again distinguished, are the works of the Fugitive writers, 
later known as the Agrarians and later still as the New Critics, who 
flourished in Nashville, Tennessee, during the 1930's and afterwards. 
Although the Agrarians were centred on Vanderbilt University, a clear 
concept of Southern,"Dixieland", regionalism emerges from their works. 
The major authors, John Crowe Ransom, Donald Davidson, Robert Penn 
Warren and Allen Tate, who were writing, it will be remembered, during 
the depression, advocated a rejection of northern industrialism, and a 
return to the leisured agrarian society of the old South. In such a 
society, they argued, the arts, as well as a traditional religion, 
might be expected to flourish. The regionalism of these writers had a 
firm cultural foundation, which was strengthened by recollections of 
the Civil War, in which the South had been despoiled by the northern 
aggressor. 
A true regional literature comparable in type with Southern 
Agrarianism has never evolved in North Queensland. On the other hand, 
regional literature of the first type described above - really a 
literature of the district, or "local" literature - is common. 
An orientation to the locality is actually apparent in all 
genres. "Local" histories in North Queensland are properly so called, 
since they deal typically with what are, by Australian standards, small 
areas - Clump Point, Cairns, Innisfail, the Mareeba District, 
Townsville, and so on. The trend to local concern in history writing 
has been encouraged by Town and Shire Councils, who have financed 
multitudinous "Souvenir" and "Centenary" booklets. The academic 
historians, who came on the scene rather late, have countered the trend 
o 
only in part. Among the creative writers. North Queensland poets. 
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like poets everywhere, often deal with common human themes, such as 
love and religion, without any reference to a locality. However, 
where a locality is named, it is more likely to be a district than the 
q 
whole region. Thus, poets such as Heber Hedley Booth and the Rt. Rev. 
Gilbert White, who wrote about the Gulf Country and the Cape early 
in this century, and Sybil J. Kimmins, who recently published a book 
of verse on the Cairns district, are more representative of North 
Queensland poets than Victor Kennedy, who, as the foreward to one of 
his volumes proclaims: 
...sings his own beloved North, destined surely 
to have her own special laureates yet - and no 
Australian knows North Queensland better than 
Victor Kennedy. He therefore sings the sun, 
the 'red gold in the lilied lake', but also 
'the slow days drenched with rain'.12 
The prose writers, too, are almost always loyal to the sub-region. 
13 Among the more obvious examples of this is E.J, Banfield, whose books 
deal exclusively with Dunk Island and its environs. Similarly, Una 
14 Rothwell's adventure story for children centres on Mount Isa; and the 
animal tales of Henry Lamond are set for the most part in the 
Winton district. One novelist who showed considerable awareness of 
North Queensland as an homogeneous region was an outsider, Mary Rose 
Coulton, who used the pen-name, Sarah Campion. Her residence of a few 
1 £ 
months in 1939, made her a lifelong enthusiast for the North, but 
in her Australian novels even she was concerned mainly with a sub-
region - the Burdekin valley. 
Most North Queensland literature, then, has a local rather 
than a regional reference, and examples to support this could be 
multiplied almost indefinitely. The clinching proof of the 
non-existence of a genuinely regional literature here, however, is 
probably the fact that a viable literary journal has not yet been 
produced. In other countries regional schools of writers have almost 
invariably been associated with such journals. Examples are. Dial, 
which was the vehicle of Emerson and Thoreau during the literary 
burgeoning of New England and The Fugitive, which provided an early 
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home for the effusions of John Crowe Ransom and Robert Penn Warren. In 
North Queensland, the journals, like the works of individuals, have 
mostly been centred on a locality. 
18 19 
Productions such as Westlife, The Inland Review. and 
20 The Islands Review proclaim this in their titles, but it is also true 
of Northern Affairs, which Victor Kennedy edited in Cairns in 1931 and 
1932. Bill Bowyang's Magazine, whose editor was a rather remarkable 
— — 21 
North Queensland poet and researcher, Alexander Vindex Vlnnard, 
appeared in two issues only, in 1927. Although it was subtitled, 
"North Queensland's Humorous Quarterly", its only real regional 
reference was to "the bush". The most influential North Queensland 
journal, and the one with the greatest capacity for survival, was the 
Monthly Magazine, which was put out by the wine and spirits merchants, 
Cummins and Campbell, of Flinders Street, Townsville. This ran without 
a break from April 1926 until May 1957, and was a truly regional 
journal, publishing articles on the history and development of most 
places in North Queensland. Unfortunately, its literary value was 
slight. The same is true of the journal with the best claim to be its 
successor - The North Australian Monthly, which was edited by the 
ubiquitous Mr. Glenville Pike from 1954 to 1965. This production 
contained more verses and short stories than Cummins' and Campbell's, 
but replaced the carefully written historical articles, and the concern 
with Northern tradition, which were desirable features of the older 
journal, with current anecdotes, articles promoting tourism, and 
reports on commercial enterprises. Neither the Monthly Magazine nor 
The North Australian Monthly was the vehicle of a regional school of 
creative writers, and it would be meaningless to compare them with such 
journals as Dial and The Fugitive. 
The conclusion must be drawn, therefore, that a regional 
literature of the second type defined above does not exist in North 
Queensland. It seems reasonable to ask Why not?, and to take this as 
a second question. Three tentative answers may be advanced. 
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In the first place, although the concept of North Queensland 
as a separate region, marked off by a line drawn due west from Mackay, 
is held probably by a majority of the people living here, as well as 
by a majority of Australians, the foundations for it are in fact 
rather slight. The separationists, of whom there have been several 
generations, have for the most part grounded their arguments upon 
economics, and especially on the view that North Queensland does not 
reap its due reward for being, materially, the most productive part of 
the state. It is difficult to maintain the distinctiveness of the 
region on other grounds. Urban and country dwellers in North 
Queensland have a life-style similar to that of urban and country 
Australians elsewhere. The history of European settlement resembles 
that in other places, except that here the time-scale has been 
different. There has been no special communal experience, such as 
that of the American South during the Civil War, to distinguish this 
part of the country. 
Secondly, the non-development of a genuinely regional 
literature in North Queensland may be traced to a wide-spread cultural 
inertia. This has resulted in the region's invariably following the 
lead of the southern capitals in cultural matters. It is probably 
fruitless to speculate, at least in a short space, on the causes of 
North Queensland's cultural apathy. There are undoubtedly numerous 
contributory factors. The fact remains that, until recently, 
institutions supportive of cultural life, such as museums and art 
galleries, theatres, and colleges of higher learning have not been 
developed. 
From the point of view of writers, it is probably of 
greater significance that no major publishing company has ever been 
22 
set up here. In the past, certain newspapers, such as The Cairns Post, 
23 The Bowen Independent and, to move somewhat beyond the region, the 
Daily Northern Argus of Rockhampton have printed books by North 
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Queensland authors. In addition, small publishing companies, such as 
D.W. Hastings and Willmetts, both of Townsville, have performed a 
27 
useful service during this century and earlier. G.K. Bolton's of 
28 Cairns, and the Ram's Head Press at Holloway's Beach have gone into 
business more recently. For the most part, however, successful North 
Queensland writers have looked for publishers in Brisbane, Sydney, 
Melbourne or London. Such writers have enabled the region to contribute 
to the wider literary scene, but their unavoidable employment of 
external publishers has probably helped preclude a sense of regional 
29 
solidarity in North Queensland's literary life. 
A third basic reason for the lack of a truly regional 
literature in North Queensland may be the considerable topographical 
differences between the sub-regions - the islands, the coastal cities, 
the sugar-cane lands. Cape York, the Gulf Country, and the inland. 
These diverse conditions foster diverse occupations and life-styles, 
and therefore might be expected to create diverse world-views and 
ultimately, diverse cultures. In addition, the sub-regions have 
different histories, which are related to their topographical 
differences. Although, as already mentioned. North Queensland has had 
comparatively few communal experiences of note, its history is packed 
with memorable events related to quite small tracts of country. Almost 
every district has its own saga, which the tourist industry usually 
tried to preserve. Thus, Lizard Island is inevitably associated with 
Mary Watson, Hughenden and Lammermoor with Christlson, Cape York with 
Kennedy, the Palmer with the goldrush, Winton and Dagworth Station 
with "Waltzing Matilda", and even Townsville with James Morrill. Once 
again, examples could be multiplied. The psychological divergence 
among districts is instanced historically also in the rivalry among 
the coastal cities. This has been a significant factor in the failure 
of the separation movements, and has manifested itself in other ways 
as well since the beginnings of European settlement. 
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The questions of the non-regional character of North 
Queensland literature and its causes have, then, been disposed of, if 
only in a superficial and tentative way. There are numerous other 
questions that might be asked, but the most pressing one probably 
concerns the nature and quality of the literature as a whole. The 
rest of this paper will therefore give an account of the various 
genres of North Queensland literature, and attempt an evaluation. It 
should be pointed out beforehand that, owing to its local character, 
a description of the literature district by district would be as 
viable as one which divided it according to genre. However, the latter 
organization has been chosen here, as providing the more convenient 
basis for a summary. 
Kenneth Slessor implies in The Five Visions of Captain Cook 
that Cook's voyage of discovery was a necessary prelude to poems being 
written in Australia. This implication, however, is only technically 
30 
accurate, since, as Dorothy Green recently pointed out in a review, 
poems were being made, though not written, in this country long before 
the coming of the white man. Aboriginal poetry existed in North 
Queensland, as elsewhere, but it is not of present concern. 
When the Europeans arrived in North Queensland, they proved 
to be prolific writers, with the result that a respectable quantity of 
literature survives. 
In the beginning, the explorers and surveyors, such as John 
31 
Sweatman, Ludwig Leichhardt, William Hann and Christie Palmerston, 
kept journals of their expeditions as necessary records. These are 
sometimes of literary interest. 
The early settlers, too, seemed to have laid down their 
scrub-clearing axes only to pick up their pens. They wrote journals 
of their own, and letters, and, at last, reminiscences of their days 
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as pioneers. The diaries of Joseph and William Hann - Family Settlement 
in North Queensland, 1861-1871 - and Oscar de Satg^'s Pages from the 
~ ~ 32 
Journal of a Queensland Squatter are examples of the first genre, and 
33 the letters (in German) of Amalie Dietrich, who worked as a 
naturalist in Queensland from 1863 to 1872, is an example of the second. 
The most eminent of the early writers in North Queensland was also a 
34 letter-writer, Rachel Henning, whose correspondence covers a span of 
nearly thirty years, from 1853. The most graphic and lively of Miss 
Henning's letters deal with her life on Exmoor Station, near what is 
now Bowen, between 1862 and 1866. The letters are invaluable as a 
guide to the social history of the period and the region, and they also 
possess some of the characteristics of a novel, especially vivid 
characterization and a degree of narrative continuity. In addition, 
they offer the reader the pleasure, which is not unusual with well-
written letters, of guessing at the details of the relationships among 
the various characters, and at the emotions of the reticent Rachel. 
The early writers of reminiscences are more numerous than the journal 
or letter writers. Among them are authors well known to historians 
of the region, for example, W.H. Corfield, A.C Grant, Robert Gray, 
W.R.O. Hill, George Sutherland, the Rt. Rev. Gilbert White, and 
35 Charles Bryde. 
The explorers and pioneers, with their journals, letters and 
reminiscences, started a pattern in North Queensland literature which 
later writers extended. Consequently, the genre of factual narrative 
is a large one, in comparison with the genres of prose fiction and 
poetry. It presents two problems of classification. In the first 
place, it is difficult to decide whether many of the works which belong 
to this genre deserve to be described as "literature". They give the 
impression that, for their authors, literary artistry was of only 
minor importance. Secondly, the genre of factual narrative contains 
a number of sub-genres, among which it is often difficult to divide 
the individual works. These sub-genres are: professional and popular 
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histories, histories of families and organizations (such as the 
Churches), reminiscences, autobiographies, biographies, and travel 
books. 
Obviously, there is not space here to deal with this range 
of material. I shall therefore describe briefly a few memorable texts 
from the genre as a whole, before dealing with works which are more 
"literary" in the traditional sense. E.J. Banfield, Hector MacQuarrie 
and Elizabeth 0'Conner each had different approaches to their 
experiences, and very different narrative techniques. 
Edmund James Banfield and his wife. Bertha, came to live on 
Dunk Island in 1897, and Banfield died there in 1923, During the 
quarter-century Banfield wrote four books, the last of which. Last 
Leaves from Dunk Island, was assembled from notes and published 
posthumously. Banfield's works are generally similar to each other, 
but the first and best-known. The Confessions of a Beachcomber, 
possesses more exuberance, and a more ordered structure than those 
written afterwards. 
Three main points can, perhaps, be made about Banfield's 
work In a short space. First, he does not belong to the school of 
factual writers, mentioned above, who seem to have little interest in 
the technical side of their craft. If anything, Banfield is rather 
too consciously literary. His works abound in quotations from the 
English classics, and he sometimes implies an apology for his own 
standard of writing. This strikes the modern reader as at once 
courteous and old-fashioned, but Is probably itself a consciously 
literary device. Secondly, Banfield has a gift, which can scarcely 
be over-valued, for minute and evocative description. He transports 
his readers in imagination to the island, where they are not merely 
informed of its various characteristics, its fauna and flora, but, as 
appropriate, seem to see, hear, smell and taste them. Thirdly, 
because they present a unique life-style, Banfield's writings, like 
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Thoreau's, although less deeply and consistently, challenge the reader 
to examine his own values and way of life. This philosophical aspect 
is not lost on Banfield himself. Although he presents with under-
standing the arguments of other people against his life-style, he 
regards as compelling his personal reasons for choosing it. Thus, the 
Beachcomber's books pleasingly blend an inward-looking interest in 
literature and philosophy with a detailed and sympathetic observation 
of the external world. 
The second factual writer to be discussed was, like Banfield, 
a journalist, but he did not possess the latter's literary interests, 
nor his descriptive flair. A New Zealander by birth. Hector MacQuarrie 
set out from Sydney in the 1920's, with a friend, named Dick, and a 
Baby Austin, determined to drive to the tip of Cape York. This goal 
Oft 
was achieved after many adventures, and a book. We and the Baby, was 
an offshoot. It was first published as a series of articles in the 
Sydney Mail, and it belongs firmly to the sub-genre of travel literature. 
Neither in North Queensland nor anywhere else could MacQuarrie 
be regarded as a major writer, and the main interest of We and the Baby 
now must lie in its vivid, if rather piecemeal, portrayal of life and 
conditions in North Queensland fifty years ago. It is therefore most 
likely to Interest readers familiar with the region as it is today. 
Beyond this, however, MacQuarrie has his moments as a humorist and 
narrator, and many of his experiences are recounted with brio. If 
Banfield reminds the reader, at a distance, of Thoreau, MacQuarrie now 
and then recalls J.K. Jerome. 
In limiting the discussion of Elizabeth O'Conner's writing 
to her autobiographical works, this paper stands in danger of 
perpetuating a widespread misjudgment of her. It is with the 
autobiographical works - Steak for Breakfast^^ and A Second Helping^^ 
- that her name is usually associated. However, Elizabeth O'Conner's 
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39 40 41 
novels proper - The Irishman, Find a Woman and The Chinee Bird 
- are more deserving of critical attention. 
Steak for Breakfast and A Second Helping recount the 
writer's experiences as the wife of the manager of a cattle station 
in the Gulf Country. Perhaps the best title for them is that of 
"Autobiographical novel", since, despite their factual basis, a 
novelistic narrative technique achieves a considerable heightening. 
Both works have a central line of development: Steak for Breakfast 
describes the arrival of the O'Conners on the station, and the 
writer's increasing confidence as she deals with the minor crises of 
life there; A Second Helping recounts the closing phase of the 
family's residence in the Gulf Country. In both works, however, the 
main focus is on brief comic or sentimental events, which are often 
only vaguely related to the central development. Probably because 
they are intended as "light reading", Elizabeth O'Conner's 
autobiographical works, unlike her novels proper, deal with a fairly 
trivial round of emotions. Furthermore, they offer no real criticism 
of the life-style they describe, although its strictly hierarchical 
character is likely to dismay the uninitiated reader. 
More than writers in other genres, the novelists and the 
writers of short stories in North Queensland cause the question to be 
raised: l\^iat constitutes a regional writer in Australia? A rule of 
thumb may be set up in reply, such as: "A regional writer is one who 
has spent sufficient time in the region for his writing to have been 
influenced by it, directly or indirectly." But however reasonable 
such a rule may appear on the surface, it is, in some instances, 
rather difficult to apply. 
A number of notable Australian novelists have had 
significant associations with North Queensland, and therefore could 
not validly be excluded from any comprehensive account of the 
literature of the region. However, it is often difficult to regard 
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such writers as "regional". Some have not lived for any length of time 
in North Queensland; all have been published by outside companies; 
most have produced at least some works with little or no regional 
content. This last impediment is particularly relevant to Louis Becke 
and Thea Astley, who will provide a suitable brief sampling of 
significant novelists who have been influenced by the time they have 
42 
spent in North Queensland. 
Since Louis Becke delighted in embroidering on his 
experiences, the facts of his life are by no means easy to determine. 
It seems, however, that between 1875 and 1880 he lived mainly in North 
Queensland, working for two years on the Palmer goldfield and for six 
months on a cattle station west of Townsville. He is known to have 
visited Charter Towers and to have been briefly employed as a clerk in 
a Townsville bank - an occupation for which he appears to have been 
ludicrously ill-suited. 
The result of Becke's brief residence and chequered 
experiences was a novel and a few short stories with North Queensland 
44 
settings. The novel, Tom Gerard authentically re-creates the cattle 
stations and gold mining camps of the region, but the characters do 
not come to life, and the plot is exceedingly romantic and sensational. 
The majority of the short stories deal with the gold camps, but one 
gives an account of Becke's life as a cattleman, and another is a 
fantasy derived from his experiences as a bank clerk. 
Louis Becke's North Queensland stories are not among his 
best works. In volume, they are roughly equivalent to his stories set 
in Macquarie, and in northern New South Wales, but are more considerable 
than those which stem from Normandy. Becke spent his most active years 
trading among the Pacific islands, and the best, as well as the 
majority, of his works are set there. Therefore, the traditional brief 
classification of him as a story-teller of the Pacific islands is 
probably the most accurate that can be devised. 
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Thea Astley was bom in Brisbane in 1925 and educated at 
All Hallows Convent and the University of Queensland. She taught for 
five years in Queensland, mainly in Townsville, before moving to 
Sydney to live, at the age of twenty-three. In 1970 and 1971 she gave 
lecture tours for the Commonwealth Literary Fund in North and Central 
Queensland. A significant portion of Thea Astley's life has 
therefore been spent in Queensland and all of her (to date) seven 
novels are located here. 
48 The first novel. Girl with a Monkey stems from the 
writer's experiences as a teacher, and is set entirely in Townsville. 
49 
The sixth. The Acolyte also contains a few scenes set in Townsville, 
or another North Queensland coastal city. The latest novel, 
A Kindness Cup, is based on a true incident which occurred at The 
Leap, north of Mackay, and retains the setting of a cane-country town 
in North Queensland. The Acolyte and A Kindness Cup may owe part of 
their inspiration to the writer's tours of the north and west in 1970 
and 1971, With the exception of A Boat Load of Home Folk, which has 
a Pacific island setting, all of the other novels are located in 
52 
southern Queensland - in the Gjnnpie-Maryborough district, the 
53 54 55 
Stanthorpe area, Brisbane, or on the coast south of Brisbane. 
Since most of her life in Queensland has been spent in the 
south, and since the majority of her novels are set there, Thea Astley 
should be regarded as a Queensland, rather than a North Queensland, 
writer. Her comparatively brief stays in the north have nevertheless 
been remarkably productive. In a lecture given last year, she 
revealed something of the significance which North Queensland holds 
for her: 
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...the loyalties which persuade my entire 
being are to the north and funnily enough, 
the far north, so that when my plane circles 
the last small white-housed town along the 
reef and I watch hungrily through the port 
window for the high green-blue rise of 
tableland behind that town, I feel always 
that I am coming home.57 
As novelists and story-tellers, Louis Becke and Thea Astley 
have almost nothing in common. While Becke sketches broadly the 
external actions which make up his plots, Astley deals subtly with 
emotions and with complex relationships. The two writers are 
diametrically opposite also in their development. Becke's first book, 
58 
a collection of short stories entitled By Reef and Palm is usually 
considered his best, since it deals in a direct manner with material 
which was still fresh in his mind. On the other hand, Thea Astley's 
skills as a novelist have, generally speaking, improved with practice. 
The result is that her two novels set entirely in North Queensland -
the earliest and the latest - contrast markedly with each other. 
Objectivity is probably the key to the contrast. Girl with 
a Monkey possesses no obvious theme, but centres on the experiences of 
a young teacher, Elsie Ford, during her last day in Townsville. 
Events and other characters are viewed through a haze of depression 
which Elsie and her creator seem to share. Townsville is seen only as 
a place of heat, sweat, glare, dust, loneliness and boredom. On the 
other hand, A Kindness Cup does have a perceptible theme, although a 
grim one. It deals with the attempts of a retired teacher, Tom Dorahy, 
to secure justice for his friend, Charlie Lunt, who was wrongfully 
injured twenty years in the past by the apparently upright citizens of 
a small town. Dorahy's efforts end in tragedy, and the message seems 
to be that justice in human affairs cannot always be procured. In 
her characterization of Charlie Lunt, however, Astley also implies 
that injustice may be transcended by strength, Dorahy's consciousness 
acts as a filter for events and other characters, as Elsie's does in 
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the earlier novel, but criticisms and counterpoints to him are 
introduced continually. Furthermore, the environment is not adapted 
as a support for the mood of any character. The general result is an 
increase in objectivity. 
Lesser-known novelists belonging entirely to North 
Queensland are as rare as those who are well-known, but it seems less 
audacious, for some reason, for the region to lay claim to the former. 
The works of two minor women novelists, who were near contemporaries, 
illustrate different degrees of attachment to North Queensland. 
The region figures only slightly in the novels of Dorothy 
Cottrell. Born in Picton, New South Wales, in 1902, Dorothy Cottrell 
spent part of her youth on "Ulurunda" in south-west Queensland, and 
also in Toowoomba. She visited Banfield on Dunk Island between 1920 
and 1922, and seems to have been acquainted with at least Innisfail 
59 
and Townsville. Her best-known novel. The Singing Gold is set for 
the most part on a station in the south-west of the state and in 
Toowoomba. However, the central characters spend a part of their 
early married life on an island very reminiscent of Dunk, before they 
move to Sydney, where the husband is tragically killed. The colourful 
landscapes and the tranquility of the tropics are vividly evoked in 
the scenes on the island. Although Dorothy Cottrell wrote several 
other novels after completing The Singing 
again on her experience of North Queensland. 
Gold, she did not draw 
The works of Jean Devanny, the second minor novelist, evince 
a much greater commitment to the region. Born in New Zealand in 
1894, Jean Devanny had published four novels and a collection of short 
stories, and had joined the Labour movement, before moving to Sydney 
in 1929. There, she became a most active public speaker and 
campaigner for the Communist party, and in the meantime continued as 
61 
a prolific writer of novels and journal articles. In 1935, during 
her second lecture tour through North Queensland, she sided with the 
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cane cutters in their strike against the conditions which fostered Weil's 
disease. The result was a novel. Sugar Heaven, which interweaves a 
fictional story with the true events of the strike, and deals not only 
with the class struggle, but also with relations between Australian 
and immigrant Italian workers. Jean Devanny's first, and highly 
63 
successful. North Queensland novel, was followed by two others also 
set in the caneflelds - Paradise Flow and Cindie - and by another. 
Roll Back the Night, which is set in a fishing village. The strength 
of these novels, which are Jean Devanny's best, lies in characterization 
and in the evocation of subtle, though strong, emotions. By 1939 she 
had come to reside in the region more or less permanently. Later, she 
expressed her commitment to it by publishing two travel books, and a 
collection of interviews which she had conducted, partly in North 
Queensland, during the war. 
Such novelists as Louis Becke, Thea Astley, Dorothy Cottrell 
and Jean Devanny, with their varying associations with North Queensland, 
possess for the literary and social historian an interest which, to a 
degree, is independent of their literary worth. The poets, however, 
have tended to be of lesser social and literary interest. 
Apart from A.B. Paterson, whose brief connection with Winton 
is widely acclaimed, no major Australian poet has had a significant 
association with North Queensland. The mediocrity of the region's 
verse is perhaps best revealed in the fact that the bulk of it has 
been published either privately in slim volumes, or in newspapers. 
Among its key characteristics is its failure to be touched by the 
changing poetic fashions of the wider world, and related to this is 
its lack of internal change and development. The first settlers seem 
to have carried in their heads an idea of poetry as being either of 
the extroverted (narrative) type or of the more personal, lyrical or 
reflective kind, always in strict metre and rhyme. To this day, poets 
of the region are dominated by this dual view. 
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An early poet using extroverted or narrative style was 
Heber Hedley Booth (already mentioned), who contributed ballads to 
various newspapers in the north around the turn of the century. In 
1909, these were collected and published In a volume entitled Opalodes. 
The best of Booth's verses treat life in the Gulf country with a 
vigorous and slightly ironic humour. The following is the opening 
stanza of "The Burketown Alligator: A Gulf Ballad": 
'Twas Dick the Cheerful who sat in his den, 
and gazed o'er the Burketown mud; 
The Albert River had flooded its banks, and 
promised a lively flood; 
For the news had come that The Brook was 
high as it was in ninety-one. 
When it rose so far, that it breasted Bill's 
bar, till all his whisky was done.69 
Although they now contain almost as many references to television sets 
as to stock whips, verses of this nature are still frequently written 
in North Queensland. Recent anthologies in the tradition are Richard 
Magoffin's We Bushies and Chops and Gravy; Dan Sheahan's Songs 
72 from the Caneflelds, and Claude Morris' The Legend of Angel Creek 
73 
and Other Bush Ballads. The Bronze Swagman Book of Bush Verse, 
which has been published annually by the Winton Tourist Promotion 
Association since 1972, contains numerous verses in this mode. 
The reflective and lyrical poetry offers, perhaps inevitably, 
greater emotional and technical variety. Romantic love is a common 
theme. It was treated with amazing sentimentality and ineptitude by 
one Edward George Clerk, Junior, who lived for a time in the Longreach 
district, before serving with the Queensland Bushmen in the Boer War. 
The following is typical of this poet's work: 
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By the Grave 
Alone I sat beside the raised mound. 
And think of one beneath it sleeping sound; 
Recall again the deep blue tender eyes. 
Like the Heavens when storm clouds from it flies. 
See once again the fair and winsome face. 
And lovely throat, decked with some old point lace; 
The shell-like ears, the teeth so white and small. 
The snowy breast, 'neath corsage, rise and fall; 
Hear once again the loving tender vow. 
Our plighted troth. What profit to me now?74 
Lance Fallaw, who edited the Charters Towers Telegraph from 1910 to 
1912, and The Cairns Post from 1912 to 1921, versified a similar 
situation rather more competently: 
Retrospection 
I lived a year with Love, 
Divinest thought 
Lit human eyes. 
His fairest form above 
Surpasses not 
His mortal guise. 
Love that was pure and true 
Bade life be; fresh 
With hope and trust. 
And slew the Self, and drew 
In golden mesh 
The fiends of lust.75 
Religion is a less common theme than love in North Queensland 
introspective verse. It is, however, central to the poetry of Gilbert 
White, who was first Bishop of Carpentaria, between 1900 and 1915, In 
his long poem. The Vision, written in 1909, the tropical landscape is 
transformed by the poet's intuition of God's presence: 
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Each wave on the sand felt the thrill of the land 
And called to the wave behind. 
And the wave far away as it sprang into spray 
Felt the sand of the Ocean's mind. 
For the sea had a life, and a joy in its strife. 
As it worked for its Masters behest. 
And the wind ran along, swift, purposeful, strong. 
On a vast and tireless quest. 
And the palm, as it swayed, cried aloud and prayed 
For the strength to blossom and bear 
And the blue sky shed, like a gossamer thread, 
A thousand cords through the air.^^ 
Lance Fallaw and Gilbert White are somewhat more sensitive and 
competent than the average North Queensland poet of their day. 
Although poets of middle rank, such as Victor Kennedy, were 
associated with the region later in the century, and poets of some 
78 79 
promise, such as Bill Scott and Mark O'Connor have lived here n 
recently, the situation (alas) has not much improved since. 
The foregoing survey of literature in North Queensland has 
necessarily been superficial and highly selective. It may, however, 
not be too soon to risk a general summary of characteristics and an 
evaluation. For the first, it may be stated that North Queensland 
literature is not a consciously regional literature, but one which 
stems from smaller localities or districts. The genre of factual 
prose is the largest within it, but the novels and short stories tend 
to be the more skilfully written. In evaluating literature in North 
Queensland, it would be quite false to pretend that the best of it is 
fit to be compared with the best literature of the wider world, or 
even with that of Australia, Nevertheless, it does possess certain 
qualities which deserve to be recorded and made known, if only to 
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